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Abstract—Air pollution monitoring is a very popular research topic and many monitoring systems have been developed. In this paper, we formulate the Bus Sensor Deployment Problem (BSDP) to select the bus routes on which sensors are deployed, and we use Chemical Reaction Optimization (CRO) to solve BSDP. CRO is a recently proposed metaheuristic designed to solve a wide range of optimization problems. Using the real world data, namely Hong Kong Island bus route data, we perform a series of simulations and the results show that CRO is capable of solving this optimization problem efficiently.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Air pollution has raised great concern over the past few decades due to the increasing expansion of industries. It has caused many serious problems, including climate change, loss of biodiversity, changes in hydrological systems, acid rain, and stress on the system of food production [1]. It is also known that some of the chemical pollutants in the air can increase the occurrence of diseases such as lung cancer and pneumonia [2][3]. Since hazardous gases can spread over a very large region and causing huge and irreparable damage [4], there is a growing demand for air pollution monitoring systems.

Many air pollution monitoring systems utilizing smart sensor networks and wireless systems have been proposed in the recent literature [5][6]. But most of these systems use individually designed facilities to collect and transmit detected data, and the facilities are installed on stationary bases. These systems require a large number of sensors in order to provide a satisfactory coverage of the whole area, rendering them very expensive. To increase the coverage with a limited number of sensors, one can have embedded sensors installed on moving objects, e.g., a vehicle or an animal. With the movement of these objects, a large area can be covered. Since the air pollution condition changes relatively slow and can be regarded as constant in a short period of time, the mobile sensor system can achieve a larger coverage without losing too much accuracy. Most previous work focuses on implementation aspects, e.g. the design of mobile sensor and installation on the bus [7][8]. However, no literature has been published concerning the selection of bus routes on which sensors are to be deployed. In this paper, we propose a novel optimization problem solving this selection problem.

To select the bus routes on which sensors are to be deployed so as to minimize the number of sensors required for a satisfactory coverage, we formulate an optimization problem called Bus Sensor Deployment Problem (BSDP). To solve this problem, we employ the Chemical Reaction Optimization (CRO) technique. CRO is a population-based general-purpose optimization metaheuristic which mimics the transition and interaction of molecules in a chemical reaction. In chemical reaction there is a natural tendency for the potential energy of the reactant molecules to decrease until it reaches a stable energy state [9]. CRO utilizes this tendency to guide molecules to explore the solution space and to find the global minimum.

In our model, we assume that the whole area is divided into square grids of the same size and we assume that the air pollution condition in the same grid are similar. The route of a bus are divided into segments according to the boundary of the grids and we consider the mid-point of these segments as the sensing point. When the bus completes its route, the stored data are uploaded wirelessly to the base station at the bus terminus.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the related work on air pollution monitoring system. The problem to be solved using CRO is described in Section III, followed by a detailed framework and algorithm design in Section IV. The simulation results are reported and discussed in Section V. Finally we conclude the paper in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

Air pollution monitoring is a hot research topic due to the increasing concern on the adverse effects of pollution. Kularatna et al. proposed an environmental air pollution monitoring system in [3] focusing on CO, NO\textsubscript{2}, and SO\textsubscript{2} detection. The proposed system is based on a smart sensor converter installed with an application processor which can download the pollution condition for further processing. Tsow et al. proposed a wearable and wireless sensor system for real-time monitoring of toxic environmental volatile organic...
compounds in [10]. Jung et al. proposed an air pollution geo-sensor network to monitor several air pollutants in [5]. The system consists of 24 sensors and 10 routers, and provides alarm messages depending on the detected pollutants. Gao et al. proposed a wireless mesh network to cover a given geographic area using embedded microprocessors consisting of sensors and wireless communication in [6]. Kwon et al. proposed another outdoor air pollution monitoring system in [11]. This system uses ZigBee networks to transmit the sensed pollutant density levels. The above systems are all air pollution systems utilizing mobile sensors to achieve high coverage, but they all need proprietary equipment to accommodate the movement requirements of the system. Gil-Castineira et al. proposed an air pollution detection system based on the public transportation system and tested it in a small scale experiment [7]. However, there is no sensor deployment algorithm that can efficiently utilize the available resources. So in this paper, we formulate an optimization problem to deploy the sensors so as to utilize them efficiently. The optimization problem is solved with CRO.

Many optimization problems have been solved using CRO since [12]. Xu et al. used CRO to solve task scheduling problem in grid computing [13]. This problem is a multi-objective NP-hard optimization problem. Lam et al. proposed a population transition problem in P2P live streaming and solved this problem using CRO in [14]. Lam and Li also solved the cognitive radio spectrum allocation problem in [15]. Several variants of CRO were proposed to solve the optimization problem and a self-adaptive scheme was used to control the convergence speed of CRO [15]. Yu et al. proposed a CROANN algorithm from real-coded version of CRO [18] to train artificial neural networks (ANNs). CROANN used a novel stopping criteria to prevent the ANNs from being over-trained and the simulation results demonstrated that CROANN outperformed most previously proposed EA-based ANNs training methods as well as some sophisticated heuristic training methods. This shows that CRO has great potential to tackle different optimization problems like BSDP discussed in this paper.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this paper, we formulate BSDP as a grid coverage problem. The monitoring area \( A \) is divided into \( p \times q \) grids. There are \( n \) bus routes and each bus route \( R_i, i = 1, 2, ..., n \) passes through multiple grids. If a bus route passes through a grid, then we say this bus route “covers” the grid. We then define a coverage threshold \( c \) such that a grid is “fully-covered" if it can be covered by \( c \) or more routes. A solution \( S \) is given by a vector \( S = [s_1, s_2, ..., s_n] \), where \( s_i = 1 \) means there is a sensor installed on the buses for \( R_i \) and \( s_i = 0 \) means no sensors installed for \( R_i \). With all the bus routes’ sensor-installation information \( s_i \) collected, we can make a coverage graph \( G_{S_f} \) where the solution \( S_F = [1, 1, ..., 1] \) means all bus routes are equipped with sensors, and we define the total number of covered grids in \( G_{S_f} \) is \( t_{S_f} \). Then given a random solution \( S' \) we can compute its coverage graph \( G_{S'} \) and its covered grid number \( t_{S'} \). It is natural to assume that the pollutant level in each grid remains constant in a short period of time like one hour [3] and we set the sensing interval for each grid to be one hour. Since all buses we use for simulation can finish their routes in this period of time, we consider that there is only one bus with sensor installed running on the same route simultaneously, and the bus can pass all the grids in each sensing interval. Take Fig. 1 as an example. The two black circles are two bus routes. The 28 grids with shading are covered by at least one route. The four grids in the center with darker shading are covered by two routes. So in this example if we set \( c = 1 \) or \( 2 \), \( t_{S_f} = 28 \) or \( 4 \), respectively. In later calculation we only consider these \( t_{S_f} \) grids. If we only install sensors on buses running on the left circle, the \( t_{S'} \) is 16 or 4 with \( c = 1 \) or 2. If we desire to have a shorter sensing interval, say \( m \) times instead of once per hour, we can deploy sensors on \( m \) of the buses on each route, with bus start times of \( 1/\alpha \) hours apart.

In this problem we have two major factors to evaluate a solution: the coverage percentage and the total sensor number. The former concerns the performance as well as data accuracy of the system while the latter concerns the expense of deploying the system. Since in different scenarios the system may have different requirements, we introduce a weight coefficient \( \alpha \) to balance the two factors. The objective function for BSDP is given as follows:

\[
\min \left(1 - \frac{t_{S'}}{t_{S_f}}\right) \times \alpha + \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} s_i}{n} \times (1 - \alpha).
\]  

(1)

This objective function is composed of two parts: the percentage of uncovered grids over the total coverable grids \( \frac{t_{S'}}{t_{S_f}} \) and the percentage of sensor deployment \( \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} s_i}{n} \). In this paper, we adopt \( \alpha = 0.5 \) in our simulations in Section V to simulate a general case that both the coverage and the cost of purchasing sensors are important.
IV. Algorithm Design

In this section, the detailed design of our algorithm to solve BSDP is given. First we briefly introduce how CRO works, and then the encoding scheme and operators employed for optimization are presented.

A. Chemical Reaction Optimization

CRO is a kind of variable-population-size-based metaheuristics that can solve optimization problems efficiently. CRO exploits the natural tendency of chemical reactions to reduce the total potential energy in reactant molecules to search the solution space and to find the global optimum. In a chemical reaction process, the molecules with potential energy (PE) as well as kinetic energy (KE) are put into a closed container. When a collision happens, the molecules will change their structure to transform PE to KE or vice versa, or just release the energy to the environment. If we consider the energy states of molecules as a surface, this procedure can be considered as molecules rolling down the energy surface to reach the lowest energy state. CRO utilizes this natural tendency to perform optimization.

In CRO, each molecule has a molecular structure $\omega$ and two kinds of energy, i.e. KE and PE. The molecular structure stands for a feasible solution to the problem, PE is the objective function value for the solution, and KE is set as a tolerance for the molecule to move to another energy state with higher energy. We use four different types of elementary reactions to imitate all kinds of molecular collisions, namely, on-wall ineffective collision, decomposition reaction, inter-molecular ineffective collision, and synthesis reaction. The four elementary reactions cooperate with each other to search the minimums while maintaining a wide population diversity.

When CRO algorithm starts, some randomly generated molecules are initially put into a closed container. Then in each iteration one collision takes place in the container. The collision can either be one molecule colliding on the wall, or two molecules colliding with each other. We divide the four different elementary reactions according to the molecules involved in the collision into two categories: uni-molecular collisions and inter-molecular collisions, and we first randomly select one category. The former includes the on-wall ineffective collision and decomposition reaction, while the latter includes the inter-molecular ineffective collision and synthesis reaction. After the reaction category has been decided, the system will randomly select molecule(s) to participate in the chemical reaction. The system then check the energy of the selected molecule(s) to determine which exact elementary reaction shall happen and then the corresponding operator is performed on the involved molecule(s). The final step before the end of each iteration is the performance check. The objective function value(s) of the newly generated molecule(s) is computed and compared with previous value(s). If the new value(s) can satisfy the energy conservation conditions discussed in [12], the new molecule(s) is accepted and substitutes the original molecules. Otherwise the new molecule(s) is discarded. This completes an iteration of CRO. After the number of iterations reaches a certain number or other stopping criteria is met, the algorithm terminates. Interested readers can refer to [12] and [16] for detailed description of the algorithm as well as its pseudocode.

B. Encoding Scheme

We use a simple encoding scheme to encode a solution of BSDP. A solution is formulated as a vector of $n$ binary numbers. Each element in the solution stands for whether to install sensors for the specific route or not.

C. Operators

CRO has four different types of elementary reactions, which correspond to different functionalities. So we design a corresponding operator for each of them. We also design an initial solution generator to generate the solution structures of new molecules. We generate all random numbers uniformly in the given ranges, unless stated otherwise.

1) Initial Solution Generator: This initial solution generator is designed to generate new molecular structures, which is triggered when CRO is initialized or a decomposition happens [12]. We randomly assign 0 or 1 to each element in the vector to generate new molecules. Its pseudocode is given in Algorithm 1 below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm 1 INITIALGEN ($\omega$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1: for all Elements $\epsilon$ in $\omega$ do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: Randomly generate a real number $n \in [0, 1)$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3: if $n &lt; 0.5$ then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4: $\epsilon = 0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5: else</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6: $\epsilon = 1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7: end if</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8: end for</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2) Neighborhood Search Operator: This operator is applied to the two ineffective reactions, namely the on-wall ineffective collision and the inter-molecular ineffective collision. It is designed to generate a new molecular structure $\omega'$ from the neighborhood of the given molecular structure $\omega$. Its main purpose is to perform a detailed local search for potentially better solutions [12]. A random-toggle scheme is used to perform this operation. We first randomly pick an element $\epsilon_i$ from $\omega$ and then update the value by $\epsilon_i = 1 - \epsilon_i$. This operation can efficiently perform a neighborhood search on the solution space without losing accuracy. The pseudocode of this operator is given in Algorithm 2 below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm 2 INEFFECTIVE ($\omega$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1: Generate a random integer $i$ smaller than the total number of elements in a solution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: Find the $i^{th}$ element $\epsilon_i$ in $\omega$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3: $\epsilon_i = 1 - \epsilon_i$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In an on-wall ineffective collisions, one molecule is involved and this operator can be directly applied to change the molecular structure. However, in an inter-molecular ineffective
collision, since two molecules are involved, we separately manipulate them using this operator to perform local search.

3) Decomposition: This operator is used for generating two new molecular structures \( \omega'_1 \) and \( \omega'_2 \) from the given molecular structure \( \omega \). This operator mainly focuses on helping the algorithm to jump out of local minimums [12] by making severe changes with energy sharing. The pseudocode of this operator is given in Algorithm 3 on the next page.

**Algorithm 3 DECOMPOSITION (\( \omega \))**

1: Copy \( \omega \) to \( \omega'_1 \) and \( \omega'_2 \)
2: for all Elements \( \epsilon \) in \( \omega'_1 \)’s and \( \omega'_2 \)’s molecular structure do
3: Randomly generate a real number \( n \in [0, 1) \).
4: if \( n < 0.5 \) then
5: \( \epsilon = 1 - \epsilon \)
6: end if
7: end for

The original molecule is copied to two new molecules and each element in the new molecular structure is individually toggled with a probability of 0.5. If this operation can satisfy the energy balance rule mentioned in [12] then this reaction is accepted, i.e. the original molecule is discarded and the two new molecules are put into the container.

4) Synthesis: This operator is used for generating one new molecular structure \( \omega' \) from two given molecular structure \( \omega_1 \) and \( \omega_2 \). This operator can perform a general local search while preventing the molecules from being stuck in the local minimums [12]. The pseudocode of this operator is given in Algorithm 4 below:

**Algorithm 4 SYNTHESIS (\( \omega_1, \omega_2 \))**

1: for all Elements \( \epsilon \) in \( \omega' \)’s molecular structure do
2: Randomly generate a real number \( n \in [0, 1) \).
3: if \( r > 0.5 \) then
4: \( \epsilon = \text{counterpart in } \omega_1 \)
5: else
6: \( \epsilon = \text{counterpart in } \omega_2 \)
7: end if
8: end for

In this operator, the new molecule is composed of the two given original molecules and each element of the solution is equally likely to be selected from each of the original molecules.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section we will first introduce the data used for simulation of BSDDP. Then the detailed simulation parameter settings, results, and comparisons are presented.

A. Simulation Data

In order to make the simulation results persuasive, we utilize the real data of the Hong Kong Island bus routes in the simulation. We selected 91 bus routes from the Citybus transportation system [17] which covers most of the accessible areas on Hong Kong Island. There are totally 2277 stations for the 91 bus routes and for simplicity, but without losing generality, adjacent stations on the same routes are directly connected and buses are supposed to run on the connected graph. The plot of all routes is given in Fig. 2.

The whole area is divided into \( 16 \times 11 = 176 \) km \( \times \) km grids. For different coverage threshold \( c \) we have different \( t_{S_j} \). For instance, if \( c = 5 \) then \( t_{S_j} = 40 \). The reason why \( t_{S_j} \) cannot reach 176 is that there are no bus routes passing through some rural grids.

B. Analysis of CRO parameters selection

The performance of CRO is greatly influenced by the proper selection of the optimization parameters [18]. The ratio of occurrence of different reactions, the tolerance of molecules to jump to a high energy state and the energy consumption rate are all key factors that drive significant impact on the quality of the final solutions. So it is essential to analyze and select a proper combination of parameters for the simulation. In this analysis, we use the Hong Kong Island bus route data and set \( c = 5 \). The results of testing the parameters are generated by computing the average of 50 trials with 10 000 function evaluations. Here are brief introductions to the six parameters and interested reader can refer to [12] and [16] for more information.

1) EnBuff: This parameter describes the initial buffer size of the container. When the algorithm iterates, this energy can be transferred from and to the molecules’ PE or KE.

2) IniKE: This parameter describes the initial kinetic energy each molecule holds. It decides the tolerance of accepting bad molecules.

3) CollRate: This parameter describes the fraction of an elementary reactions being an inter-molecular collision. It functions when an iteration starts and decide the category of
reactions for this iteration. The larger this parameter is, the larger possibility that inter-molecular collision will happen.

4) LossRate: This parameter describes the energy loss rate when an on-wall ineffective collision happens.

5) DecThres: This parameter describes a threshold for decomposition reaction. This parameter was named “alpha” in [12]. When the iteration is decided to be a uni-molecular decomposition reaction, the algorithm will decide whether the decomposition reaction shall be conducted or not by using this parameter.

6) SynThres: Similar to DecThres, this parameter describes the happening threshold for synthesis reaction. This parameter was named “beta” in [12] and operates when inter-molecular collision is selected.

From the analysis results listed in Table I we can see that although the performance of the simulation can stay at a relatively high level, proper parameters can improve the final performance in a small scale. So we select a combination of parameters whose performance in mean result as well as the standard derivation is relative good. The proper combination for simulation is listed in Table II.

C. Analysis on the Impact of c to Result

To analyze the impact of c on the BSDP optimization result, we adopt different values of c and perform simulations using the previously stated parameter combination. The results are listed in Table III and are generated by computing the average of 50 trials with 10 000 function evaluations.

In Table III, the first column “Objective Function Result” presents the raw data obtained from the objective function listed in Section III. The “Full-coverage Result” column presents the mature data of the average value of the 50 best result generated from the trials. The “Best Result” presents the mature data for the best-performing result from the 50 best result.

The selection of c has a large impact on the final result. Since c defines the coverage threshold, a larger c will result in more buses passing through a grid. However the total number of bus routes is a fixed number, and in some remote area it is possible that there are totally less than c bus routes. On the contrary, a smaller c can result in a possibly higher coverage rate, the collected data accuracy is less. So the selection of c shall be decided by the real-world requirement of the system.

D. Comparison among Chemical Reaction Optimization, A Random Method, and Simple Genetic Algorithm

We compare the performance of CRO with a greedy approach called Simple Random Method (SRM), and with Simple Genetic Algorithm (SGA). SRM generates 10 000 random solutions and stores the best-so-far solution. For each element in the solution SRM will perform the randomization elaborated below. First we generate a random number n ∈ [0, 1) as “base”, then we generate another random number m ∈ [0, 1) independently as “target”. If m > n then this element is set to 1; otherwise, the element is set to 0. The reason why we generate two random numbers instead of one for randomiza-
We follow [19] to program SGA and we adopt the crossover rate as 0.5 and permutation rate as 0.1 for this simulation. For all three algorithms, we set the function evaluation limits to 10,000. Since the parameter \(c\) shall be decided by the real-world requirement, we compare the performance of CRO, SRM and SGA with \(c\in\{1,2,3,4,5,6\}\), respectively. All the simulation results are presented in Table IV.

From Table IV, we can see that CRO can outperform SRM and SGA dramatically with different values of \(c\) for the mean, the standard deviation and the best result. This shows that CRO is an efficient way in solving BSDP optimization problem.

### VI. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we propose a novel air pollution monitoring system by deploying sensors in a public transportation system. We also formulate a new optimization problem for selecting the buses to deploy the sensors, called BSDP. The main idea is to install sensors on buses and with the movement of the buses, the sensors can cover a much larger area compared with stationary sensor stations. This raises the problem of selecting buses to install sensors. We use CRO to solve this optimization problem since CRO has been shown to be powerful in optimizing similar problems [12][18]. In our simulation, we use the Hong Kong island bus route data to analyze the impact of different parameters on the final result of BSDP optimization. CRO is also compared with SGA and a greedy method, SRM. Simulation results show that the proper selection of \(c\) has great impact on the final optimization result, namely, the total number of sensors needed, the area coverage percentage, as well as the data accuracy. Meanwhile CRO can outperform SGA and SRM with different values of \(c\), in both average quality of solutions and the best generated solution.

In the future we will conduct a systematic analysis on the variance of the different parameters and perform Student’s t-test on the variance. Then we will try to use metaheuristics other than CRO and SGA to see which metaheuristic is the most effective in solving BSDP. Moreover, the paper can be further extended in several ways. One possible extension is to have different number of sensors installed on different routes to reduce the sensing interval and increase the accuracy.

### Algorithm 5 SRM

1. Set \(GlobalMin\) to be a large number
2. while Function evaluation count is not exhausted do
3. 
4. 
5. Randomly generate a real number \(n \in [0,1]\).
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. end if
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. end if
16. end while
Another is to set different coverage thresholds for different grids (regions) to reflect the different time constants for pollutant level changes. We will also deploy the sensors on a real transportation system for real-world testing.
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